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A dangerous dog is ‘bred’  to be aggressive

            REALITY
This can easily be shown as untrue, because most shelter, re-
homed and rescued pets are altered prior to being placed–yet
50%+ of fatal attacks involved re-homed animals. This is not
that surprising, since animal extremists like to release animals
that fail temperament testing in shelters. [California law allows
this, if there is a reasonable chance of rehabilitation–clearly a
subjective call.]  Additionally, animal extremists want everyone
to alter their pets so new pets can’t be born. The term guardian is
used instead of owner by animal extremists, since ownership
usually brings up the right of due process under the law. Animal
extremists know this, and since they believe animals should not
be owned because they believe animals are not ‘property’– they
advocate that humans should not have ownership RIGHTS over
any animals, in particular, companion animals such as pets.  

No breed of dog is inherently dangerous; some dog breeds were
and are originally used for specific purposes such as flock
guardian, and may present as being more suspicious of strangers,
for example.  Canine genetics if often expressed in generalized
terms by those who are not canine experts, or have no direct
experience with certain breeds.  Breeding any dog for one
singular trait is not likely to be something that can be done with
precision by a novice.   Although the media likes to tell us that
people may breed dogs for aggression, it can be shown via
abused dogs that aggression can likely be produced by owners
using improper training methods, lack of socialization etc, which
is probably more likely than trying to produce such a result
through lineage.     
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                          MISREPRESENTATION

Many laws proposed by animal rights people are done ,
according to the proponents, to “save” animals

REALITY

Unfortunately, most of the legislation by animal rights or animal
extremists are done for a purpose OTHER than what is stated. 
For example, a law may be proposed for mandated
“microchipping” when alternate methods are available.  Or a law
may be proposed which would only let pet breeders have
breeding authority–IF they belong only to a certain registry.  Or,
even more ridiculous, a law might be proposed where a dog or
cat breeder would be FORCED to GIVE away the entire litter of
pups!  The actual intent behind this forced give away is due to
the fact that extremists do not believe animals are property, and
they believe animals should not be SOLD.  Buying an “adopted”
dog, regardless of whether it was given up or re-homed etc. does
not change the fact that you pay for it.  Getting a free animal just
means you didn’t pay for it, but studies have shown that “free”
animals end up being placed in shelters far more than pets
purchased at higher prices.

Actual reality is that extremists will go to any lengths to try and
get what they want, even if they use subterfuge or outright lies.
In many cases they will just make up lies such as saying that dog
breeders should not advertise their dogs online, yet it is ok for
re-homed animals to be advertised online. Extremists are known
for masking their true intent of eliminating the ownership of
pets.  If they were honest, no one would even listen to a word
they say, so they just cover it up.   
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